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Snailbeach Development
Work has started on the former Snailbeach District
Railway loco shed at Snailbeach, initially “to make
good the fabric” of the building, but eventually the
idea is to turn it into a visitor centre for the site.

Exploration
Considerable progress has been made in extending
the deep exploration of Snailbeach -see the report
on how the 112 yard level was reached, on pages 12
and 13.

Since that report was written, further progress has
been made with the aid of an inflatable boat to cross
the deep flooded stope.

We are now in a position where ALL the workings
above the drainage adit can be explored. A trip yet
to be done is to Old Shaft, via the 40 and 90 yard
levels. We know it is blocked 60 metres down in the
shaft, but does this blockage reach the 90?

Collapse
Snailbeach has given some cause for concern with
the collapse of the “Bipod” shaft area, (now a void
over 20 metres long, along the line of the stope). It
has also “removed” the rib of rock separating “Bipod”
shaft from “Rubbish” shaft. We are planning to lower
the MineCam down the old “Bipod” shaft site to
investigate the changes in the top chamber area -
needless to say it will be done by means of a
“Blondin” arrangement.

While we have the camera  there, we will also use it
to investigate Chapel shaft, to see how unstable the
ginging is and where the link to the 112 yard level is.

Underground Rip Tide?
The dangers of underground exploration were suit-
able demonstrated by Mike Moore on a recent trip
down the drainage culvert, under the Museum of
Iron (Coalbrookdale). This seemingly easy trip could
have had a very serious outcome.

After wading through deep, icy water and returning
to surface Mike discovered that the leg of his
unrippable “Shark” ® suit, was ripped (!) and the
back section of his rubber safety boots had been
neatly sliced off!!

Luckily he did not receive as much as a scratch, but
someone in lesser garments might not have been so
lucky.

Christmas Quiz
True to form the bugs had been at the Christmas
Crossword, shading in the squares for clues 7 and
11 Across. Also a dubious spelling of Cowstail for
20 Across was used by the Puzzle Compiler.

Undaunted, the intrepid winner with a score of  79
out of  80 -  eleven points clear of his nearest rival
was Alan Robinson. The tape of the 40 yard material
will be in the post, as soon as it it prepared.

Kelvin
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Figure 1 : Brendon Hill,
Somerset
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Brendon Hill Iron Mines
Somerset

Ruiton Street
Lower Gornal
Dudley DY3 2EG Tel: (0902) 885241

This Issue of "Below" has been sponsored by

M & J Drilling Services

Specialist contractors in the drilling and infilling of
mineshafts and mine workings.

Site Investigations  Gas Testing
Water Well Drilling

On the Brendon Hills south of Watchet, Somerset
there are a series of iron mines which were serviced
in latter years by the West Somerset Mineral Rail-
way.

There has been sporadic mining for iron ore since at
least Elizabethan and possibly Roman times, but
extensive working did not take place until 1853
when the Brendon Hills Iron Ore Co. was formed.

In 1856 work started on the 4ft. SV^in. gauge
tramway from Watchet Harbour onto the Brendon
Hills via a 1 in 4 incline at Comberow, and westward
to Gupworthy by 1864 (see Fig.l).

This line served several mines which the writer briefly
visited, although there are some surface remains,
notably the engine house at Burrow Farm Mine,
there were no open levels or shafts found. All these
mines were closed by 1883.

It is possible that there might be access to the
underground workings at the Colton mine as this was
one of the two workings used, the other being the
Tinwood mine, by the Somerset Mineral Syndicate
from 1907 to 1910. The writer not having time to
explore this area.

The accompanying map shows the tramways and
the main mines in the area. Some of the track bed can
be seen along which various remains of winding
houses etc. are in evidence. There are no remains of
the aerial ropeway.

Pete Etchells

Note:
Pete also supplied photocopies of photographs to
accompany this article, unfortunately they did not
reproduce very well, so have not been included.
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NAMHO (BCRA)
Public Liability Insurance

In case you ever wondered what the Club insurance
covers, the following might help shed a little light.
The limit of  indemnity is £2m. in any one event,  and
the Policy provides cover for the Club and Club
Members for legal liabilities in the areas of:-

Sporting caving, cave exploration and
scientific research in the widest sense.

The entry, exploration of and scientific endeav-
our in disused (but NOT working) mines and
quarries.

Crossing land to gain entry or access to such
caves, mines and quarries.

The cover also includes:

Liability for injury caused to others or for dam-
age to their property, whether or not they are
cavers.

Liability for damages for libel and slander in
connection with caving, for example in a Club
newsletter (this does NOT mean you can now start
slandering people! Ed.)

Liability for errors and omissions in respect of
instruction or advice, whether or not a fee is
involved (otherwise known as “professional in-
demnity”).

All landowners are automatically covered against
claims by cavers or members of the public which
arise from the actions of cavers and fall within the
provisions of the Occupiers Liability Act.

Similarly, the use of explosives is automatically cov-
ered, as are self-employed instructors who are
members of insured Clubs. In none of these cases is
it necessary to provide individual details or to issue
a separate certificate.

News Round-Up 1
by Kelvin Lake

Coal Mines
The last surviving coal mine in the Cheadle area,
Draycolt Cross, closed at the end of  March  be-
cause of reduced demand, with a loss of 40 jobs.
Owners of the pit Europa Minerals, say it may not
re-open.  Other pits owned  by Europa  near  Stoke-
on-Trent have also been closed.

Bagworth Colliery
Bagworth, the last coal mine in Leicestershire closed
in January 1991. Luckily just before it closed
I.A.Recordings were invited to video the surface
operations - although Peter  was very embarrassed
in the showers, his lense steamed up.

Mardy Colliery
Mardy was the last pit in the Rhonddu Valley, South
Wales and closed on 20/12/90. This 120 year old pit
finally brought to a close this  valleys  long  associa-
tion with the coal industry.

While in Wales, Marine Colliery at Ebbw Vale is
going  to be  obliterated under a “restoration”
scheme!
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Club Library
Update

Christmas Prize Puzzle
Solutions

Across
1. Clapham
2. Technique
3. Adventurers
4. Wading
5. Reel
6. Dartmoor
7. Eat
8. Practice
9. Agen
10. Leat
11. P8
12. Adit
13. Rift
14. Snow
15. Rope
16. Prop
17. H.S.E.
18. Rats
19. Ore
20. Sag
21. Stun

22. Rip
23. Hole
24. Bolt
25. New
26. Absolite
27. Earthquake
28. Otter
29. Cowstail or Cowtails
30. Tape
31. Pyrites
32. Chimney
33. Sett
34. Rock
35. Bed
36. Fall
37. Nabb
38. Nick
39. Tip
40. I.R.
41. Vein
42. Road

43. Gas
44. Bull
45. Bog
46. Cave

Down
1. Cornwall
2. Tor
3. Age
4. Aven
5. Knot
6. Mud
7. I.A.R.
8. Ewe
9. Mad
10. Nip
11. Caving Supplies
12. Expedition
13. Tent
14. Shropshire
15. Protector

16.Engine
17.Phreatic
18.Ogophone
19.Onsetter
20.Wait
21.Toe
22.Wet
23.Lip
24.Hat
25.Duck
26.Calcite
27.Boulder
28.Pitch
29.C.R.O.
30.Danyr Ogof
35. Baryte
41. Ventilation Fan
44. Badger
46. Cumbria

In January 1991, it was agreed that Adrian Pearce
would take over the club’s records which were
previously kept at Newport Library. These are now
kept at his home address and are available for
inspection or loan by members. The following rules
will apply:

1. Records will only be made available to fully
paid up members of SCMC, except for ex-
ceptional circumstances at the discretion of
the Librarian.

2. Members may inspect the records at any
reasonable time but it would be appreciated if
prior notice could be given.

3. Items taken away on loan should be returned
within one month unless prior arrangements
have been made.

4. Items may be borrowed by post. When return-
ing the items, the borrower should refund the
cost of the outward postage.

5. Certain items may be deemed to be too
valuable or to fragile for loan and these may
only be inspected on the premises.

The library only holds photocopies of the following
club publications:

Account No.2 “Survey of the South Shropshire
Lead Mining Area”

Account No.3 “Levant Mine”
Account No.4 “First Supplement to Account

No.2”
Account No.6 “History of Limestone Mining in

Shropshire”

If any member is willing to donate an original copy of
the above publications, it would be greatly appreci-
ated.

Adrian Pearce
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News Round-Up 2
by Ivor Brown

Mine Records Office
The old Mining Record Office has been disbanded
and the abandonment mine plans (non-coal mines)
have been sent to local Record Offices, with copies
to the County Minerals Officer. The plans, for
Shropshire should shortly be available at the
Shirehall, Shrewsbury.

Limestone Advisory Panel
The 2nd Annual Report of the Limestone Advisory
Panel (Dept. of Environment) says that an initial
appraisal of the Caughley Area, Broseley, Salop
found no evidence of mining of the Sperorbis Lime-
stone and the “suspected mining area” status has
been removed (IJB is not entirely happy with this for
there is evidence of its working at depths greater
than the shallow depth considered relevant to the
above research. It was also worked from coal mines
in the Hanwood area.).

Infilling is now complete at Lincoln Hill and minor
emergency infill with rock paste is being undertaken
at Lilleshall.

Lead Industry Survey
David Cranstone has been commissioned by Eng-
lish Heritage to do a survey of Lead Industry re-
mains. Sites in Shropshire which he will be studying
include - Snailbeach, Tankerville, Roman Gravels
etc..

Shropshire Goldpanner
Barbara Copley of Whixall, Shropshire has been
proclaimed “Britain’s Champion Woman
Goldpanner”. She was 13th in last years gold-
panning world championship in the Yukon.

Mine Destruction Award
Telford Development Corporation have been
commended for “Environmental Excellence” in the
British Construction Industry Awards.

This was for obliterating all evidence of mining on
260  acres of  land at  Granville  Colliery (3 million
cu m. of  spoil rehandled, drainage and stabilisation
of water-logged ground, recontouring of land -
required for future development and as a waste
disposal site!)

Snailbeach Bid
Shropshire County Council have made a bid for
£1.4m for a reclamation scheme at Snail-beach “to
make safe 39 acres of contaminated land, to reclaim
the white spoil heaps and for tackling the problem of
open workings”.

Burgam Mine
An article by IJB on “Burgam Mine -Shropshire’s
last working metal mine”1957 to 1963, has been
published in the winter issue of the PDMHS Bulletin,
Vol. 11 No.2 1990.

Ladywood Bridge
The new Ladywood Bridge is not now going to be
in the position stated in the last issue of Below.

Cumbria Shaft Collapse
During October 1990, the William No.2 Shaft at
Bigrigg, Cumbria (NGR: NX 005 131) collapsed.
Initially it was the pump section of the shaft which
opened up, followed a few days later by the cover
over the winding section.

The shaft was found to be a 3 section shaft, 1
compartment for the pump rods -still in situ, (from a
Cornish beam pump) and the other 2 for winding.
The farmer has heaped spoil into the shaft, so it may
well collapse again.

World Heritage
Cambourne and Redruth has applied to UNESCO
for World Heritage Site status. They believe that the
area with almost 100 engine houses can be devel-
oped to attract 400,000 visitors per year.
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Isle of Man
14-16/9/90

Members present: Alan Robinson, Vicky Gamblin,
Neal Rushton, Mike Moore, Steve Holding, Dave
Coxhill, Edwin Thorpe, Andy Harris, Pete Etchells,
Debbie and Gavin.

An early start saw us all off to Heysham for the
delights of the I.o.M. Steampacket Company’s
cruise to Douglas. Entertainment throughout the
whole trip was provided by the “Gossamer
Groundhogs”, a drinking club (I think) who were
undertaking extensive field studies on cirrhosis of the
liver. Their frequent appearances around the island
did seem to coincide with the pubs. Meanwhile,
back to the mining - we met up with Pete Geddes of
Laxey Mining Club, who was our guide over the
weekend.

On Saturday afternoon we went over to Bradda
Head on the south western coast. The mine en-
trances were all at sea level, but to get there we had
to scramble about 500 ft. down the cliffs. Copper
and Barite were worked where it out-cropped from
the cliff, including one stope which broke out into a
natural sea-cave.

A dinner at Peter Geddes’ house on Saturday night
was followed by an  intense briefing on the logistics
of  getting a number of “fire damaged” railway
sleepers into Laxey Mine on the Sunday.

An early start on Sunday saw us up on the Laxey
Glen, beside the Lady Isabella Water-wheel which
powers a restored length of flat rods connected to an
angle bob over a pumping shaft.

A short adit led into the “Man Engine” shaft, at the
same depth as the engine, which is still in-situ. Here
a large platform and floodlights had been installed.
Not to do anything by half measures 2 ropes were in
place for the abseil down to the main adit. Below this
level all workings were flooded.

The Laxey lads had just dug through a big fall in the
adit going inland. They were hoping in the long term
to connect up with other shafts to enable “through”
trips to take place. After an interesting morning
helping them digging and man-handling timbers they
gave us a guided tour of the accessible workings.

The exit up the shaft was a little prolonged with 3 out
of 4 rope deviations failing under the weight of the
mighty “Meco”.

A final cuppa at Pete Geddes’ and then we sailed off
to good ‘ol Blighty!

Mike Moore

Since this trip was made the Isle of Man Government
has  claimed  ownership  of ALL underground
“space” in abandoned Mines on the island. Before
exploring any of their abandoned mines permission
MUST be obtained from the Manx Department of
Industry. They will only give permission to explore
underground to people or groups that they consider
responsible and only if the request is “genuine and
acceptable”.

By granting permission to venture underground they
do not assume ANY responsibility or liability.

Kelvin

Unit 2. Surrey
Unit 2 Cave Research & Exploration has recently
changed its name to:

“Wealden Cave & Mine Society”.

It also intends to seek charitable status.
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Figure 2: 1851 Census
Analysis
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Census Statistics

The population census that takes place every 10
years is a very useful source of information on mining
communities. Specific information is not released
until 100 years afterwards but 19th century details
are available up to 1891.

Most reference libraries hold details of local parishes
on microfilm and, from these, you can identify the
names, addresses, ages, occupation, etc. of people
associated with local mining. From the local details,
the Census Office draws up national summaries for
certain trades. David Dixon is currently carrying out
a project to summarise and interpret national census
statistics for metalliferous mining, some of the details
he has obtained are of local interest.

The accompanying tables (see Fig. 2, page 8) ana-
lyse workers in the lead, iron and copper mining
industries for Shropshire, Staffordshire and War-
wickshire in 1851. One set analyses them by age and
the other by district of residence, the latter can
sometimes be confusing because the census places
a person at the address they stayed at during the night
of the census. If they happened to be staying else-
where, they will be registered in that district. This
may explain the lone lead miner in Birmingham
(unless someone knows different!). In addition, it is
believed that some retired miners stated their ex-
occupation and this results in the statistics showing
some very old miners! It is an old adage that you can
make statistics prove what you want them to but,
nevertheless, they do supply an interesting insight
into the social history of mining.

Unfortunately, the national summaries have omitted
certain types of mining where the number of miners
was negligible and this means that no details appear
for Shropshire copper mining. It seems that in 1851
the local copper mining industry was not very signifi-
cant. Another irrelevant fact (not reflected in the
tables) was that in 1851 only one woman was regis-

tered as a lead mine worker in Shropshire - do we
know who she was? The districts quoted in the
tables are counting districts and consist of a number
of parishes.

From the social history point of view, comparing the
ages of the local miners with national ages reveals
some interesting facts. The lead mining industry does
not seem to have exploited young children as hap-
pened elsewhere. None were employed below the
age of 10, for instance, and only half of the national
figure between 10-14, was this a conscious decision
or were the children more use on the farms?

The age of older miners also reveals an unexplained
factor. The national figures show that most lead
miners were in the 20-24 age bracket with a steadily
decreasing number with age. For Shropshire, this
trend is reversed for the age range 40-50, indicating
a larger percentage of middle-aged miners. The dip
in between seems to indicate a loss of miners born
between 1811-21 -was there a reason for this, such
as an epidemic that reduced this segment of the
population? The figures for Staffordshire are similar,
indicating a regional factor.

As  for iron mining, this was not so good, double the
national percentage of children under 10 were used
in Shropshire and half as many aged 10-14. It is
higher man Staffordshire so it seems to indicate a
localised tradition of child labour - was this because
the locations lacked the alternative of farm work?
Again, we have the “blip” of middle-aged miners in
the 40-54 age range, although this trend is not shared
by Staffordshire or Warwickshire.

There are probably many more facts that can be
extracted from census returns and it maybe worth
while carrying out a project to summarise all the
available years for the county. Has anyone got time
on their hands?

Adrian Pearce
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Peaks Cavern
10/3/91

Members present: Alan Robinson, Vicky Gamblin,
Tom West, Pete Etchells, Steve Holding & friend.

After changing in relative privacy of “The Vestibule”
which now has a wooden fence and huts across its
entrance we all set off really looking forward to the
mucky ducks.

We headed on into the system past Pickering’s
Passage and arrived at Surprise View which looks
down into the active streamway which was gained
by the use of a fixed chain and ladder.

First we headed back towards “The Vestibule” to
Buxton water sump and then retraced our steps
back past Surprise View and on up stream in the
general direction of Maypole inlet.

On reaching Lake Passage we turned away from the
Maypole inlet direction and headed towards Lake
sump.

This is passed  by using a short muddy passage
above the streamway.  On the other side of this

sump a short inclined passage leads upwards into a
small chamber which has some of the best
“FORMATIONS” ever seen in a cave!!

Alan and Steve ventured on further to the next sump
just around the corner.

Again retracing our steps we gained access into
Maypole  inlet via 2 fixed ladders. This is  an active
dig along a totally mud filled  passage.

After visiting the far sump we again retraced our
steps back to a fixed rope which led towards Galena
Chamber and finally connecting back to the main
passage at Surprise View.

This section was quite sporty and certainly very
good for the complexion and an education into cave
experiments or whatever. Piped water laid on to
remove the mud packs!

Finally  arrived  back  at  “The Vestibule”.  A good
trip lasting about 3'/2 hours. Our thanks to the local
boys for letting us in and out.

Alan Robinson

Underground Database
Appeal

I am compiling a database of underground sites in
Shropshire by location, place name, type and refer-
ences.

Several   entries  in  “Mines  of  Shropshire”  by
Roger Burt refer to mines in the county but no grid
reference is given and in 2 cases no location either.

Does any member know of these mines (are they
known by another name) and is it possible to supply
a grid reference?

Benree Mine, Shelve (lead)
Great Silurian Mine, Rhysnant (iron)
Hazelor Mine, ???? (copper)
South Salop Mine, ???? (lead).

Similarly, does anyone know of the location of
Nether Heath (possible site of a copper mine)
supposedly to the south west of Shrewsbury?

Adrian Pearce
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Frank Mills Mine,
Devon

Rescue Practice
20/1/91

Members present: I think I’ll skip the list this time,
basically we had 34 people present at the site (Clive
Copper Mine) a mixture of Club members, Stafford
Speleo members, Midlands CRO and some from
South Wales, and 2 ambulance men.

Adrian Pearce had set the scenario, which was
basically:

“    The police received a phone call at 8.30am from
a Mrs Smith, who was very agitated. Her son
Adrian had arranged to go caving with 3 friends
on the previous day and had not returned home.
... she had rung his friend’s mother (Mrs Jones)
and found that Bob Jones had not returned
either... The only information she had was 4 of
them had gone caving ‘somewhere north of
Shrewsbury’ and that one of the other cavers was
called Brown. She didn’t know the other.

     A car belonging to Dave Brown had subse-
quently been found in Clive Village, near a shaft
with the lid removed. Dave Brown was also
found to be missing from home, ‘away caving’.”

Of the 4 underground victims, one was subsequently
found on the surface, leaving 3 actually underground.

Two victims (Adrian “Smith” and Rhian “Black”)
were found at the bottom of the Maypole shaft, with

the other, Dave “Brown” in the far slope beyond the
sand slope.

The injuries: Adrian had exposure but otherwise
uninjured, Rhian was the seriously injured person
with fracture of the tibia and loss of blood. Dave had
a compound fracture of the wrist and exposure.

Adrian has done a fairly comprehensive analysis of
the rescue, most of which has been discussed at
various meetings. In general the rescue went fairly
well in locating, treating and rescuing (!) the victims
in a reasonably short time. The practice served its
purpose in highlighting several problems areas, some
of which have already been addressed.

This was the most complex rescue we had ever
done, with several search parties, multiple “bodies”
and surface control, and as such we made mistakes,
which will be valuable lessons for the future.

As a result of this practice the ambulance men, have
loaned the Club, a split stretcher, and various other
items,  plus the offer of First Aid training, which I
think as many Club members as possible should
attend.

Special thanks to the 3 victims, especially Rhian - it
was her first trip underground!

Kelvin Lake

Drilling  is  currently  taking place  at the site of
Britains largest  silver mine,  Frank Mills  Mine  near
Chudleigh,  Devon.

Lord Exmouth, the owner hopes to re-gain access to
the mine, closed over 100 years ago, and re-open it
as a show mine.
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Snailbeach Descent
40 to 112 Level

Figure 3: Part of cross section in
region of Chapel Shaft

Swildons Streakers

Despite the refurbishment of the barn on the Green
at Swildons, cavers are still changing in the open.

This is annoying the villagers. On at least one occa-
sion cavers were also caught changing in the school

playground, this also annoys the villagers and fright-
ens the children. So could you please use the barn for
changing.

If  large numbers of cars are parked on the Green,
use the “overspill” area by the village hall.
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Snailbeach
7/10/90

Members present: Andy Yapp, Pete Etchells,
Neal Rushton, Tom West, Malcolm Newton, Steve
Holding, Steve Rodenhurst.

The main purpose of this trip was to attempt to reach
the 112 yard level.

Once we had descended to the 40 yard level we
inserted 3 bolts at a location marked Aon the map
(see Figure 3, page 12). Thus, allowing us to belay
off and down the main slope, not knowing what lay
ahead!

Pete Etchells descended the first 60 foot vertical
pitch, landing on a stemple. A deviation was re-
quired at this point so Andy joined Pete taking the
bolting kit with him. They then descended off the
west side of the stemple, marked B on Fig.3, it
seemed safer as there appeared to be less boulders.

Andy descended to the end of the stope where
another deviation was needed, marked C on Fig.3,
but the rock was very brittle in places and it took a
lot of searching to find a suitable belay spot.

On descending the next pitch a wall of stacked
deads approximately 25 feet high and rail lines
underneath supporting them was visible. This led
Andy to think that the stemple was partly made up
of stacked deads by the miners. He carried on down
for about 60 feet until landing on what he thought to
be another stemple.

It was discovered later that this was in fact one of 3
large boulders that had fallen from the roof and were
now wedged in the stope. From this point it could be
seen that the stope was flooded, with a car wheel
and some rubbish floating on top. These had obvi-
ously fallen from the main stope at Lord’s Hill which
is now filled up with rubbish.

A level in the distance which appeared to be half
flooded could also be seen and it was assumed to be
the 112 yard level.

However no further progress could be made due to
the lack of rope. To investigate the other side of the
boulders a tape was put around a large rock and
Pete descended the 40 foot pitch to the 112 yard
level, which is now built up with rocks fallen down
through the stope over the years.

At this point Pete ran out of rope once again, but he
was only about 15 feet from the water and could see
the half flooded level. He walked back approxi-
mately 35 yards over the fallen rocks and found
Tom’s rope protector which had fallen from the 40
yard level on a previous trip. After another 10 yards
walking he could go no further. This marked the end
of  the 112  yard  level or else it was covered over
with fallen  rocks.

Before starting the ascent to the 40 yard level a
message was received that Members on the 40,
were dropping rocks down Chapel Shaft to ascer-
tain whether or not the noise could be heard from our
position on the 112 yard level. But all we could hear
was a slight rumble which led us to believe that the
connection must be covered over.

Although this was an extremely challenging and
enjoyable trip, care and attention was required at all
times due to the unstable conditions of the mine.

Andy Yapp
Pete Etchells
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News Round-Up 3
by Kelvin Lake

Clogau Gold Mine
Members will probably recall the successful Club
trip 2 years ago to Clogau, when we helped the
owners by investigating a long abandoned section of
the mine prior to them digging through an in-filled
winze, which lay on the route of a proposed under-
ground rail route for tourists.

However after the set backs of the Public Enquiry,
the mine has changed hands and the new owners
have decided to abandon the idea of a show mine
and intend to re-start mining operations.

Haig Pit Engines
British Coal have applied for planning permission to
scrap the 2 horizontal twin cylinder winding engines
(built by Bever, Dorling & Co. Ltd, Bradford) at
Haig Pit, Whitehaven (NX 967176) and demolish
the Engine House. Various groups are attempting to
save the engines and the engine house.

Levant Engines
An appeal has been launched by the Tre-vithick
Society to raise £75,000 to restore the Levant Mine
Engine to working condition.

The engine a Cornish rotative beam winding engine,
built by Harvey & Co. in 1840, is the oldest steam
engine in Cornwall and was actually saved by the
Trevithick Society in the 1930’s. The site is now in
the care of the National Trust. The restoration
involves building a new boiler house plus work on the
engine itself- 60 years of idleness and sea air has
taken its toll.

If you want to send any donations to the appeal
(cheques payable to: Tlie Trevithick Society}, please
send them to:

The Trevithick Society, c/o Mr. S.Thomas,
2 Trevarnon Close, Connor Downs,
Hayle, Cornwall, TR27 5DJ.

NAMHO Conference 1991
As you are probably aware by now the 1991
NAMHO conference is being hosted by the Welsh
Mines Society in association with Llechwedd Slate
Caverns on the 3rd to 6th May 1991.

It is being held at Blaenau Ffestiniog, Gwynedd. The
programme includes trips to Parys Mountain, Great
Orme, Cwmorthin Slate mine, Clogau Gold Mine
and a host of other sites, plus the lecture programme.

If you haven’t booked, contact Mike Moore as soon
as possible, to see if you can be squeezed in.

Subterranea Britannica:
Study Weekend
Subterranea Britannica are holding a south Scotland
study weekend on 21st to 24th June 1991.

Based at the National Activity Centre, near Dun-
fermline numerous sites in the area are lined up for
visits. An added attraction is the archery, abseiling,
rifle range (presumably done separately?) run by the
Centre Staff.

The cost is £15 per person for all 3 nights excluding:
breakfast, other meals, mini-bus travel etc.., details
of which have yet to be finalised.

I have a booking form if you are interested, other-
wise you can contact:

Deric Fuller,
54 Clochbar Avenue,
Milngavie,
Glasgow,
G627JL
(Tel: 0419562759)
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Cartoons from the
Archives
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The Icehouses of Britain by S.P.Beamon and
S.Roaf (with some contributions by Ivor Brown on
Shropshire and West Yorkshire).

Over 550 pages of small print cover all aspects of
icehouse design, construction and use, together with
an extensive gazetteer.
Over  50 icehouses are described in the Shropshire
section, most are “underground” and entered by
tunnels and many are not fully understood. The
Mossey Green “icehouse” excavated by the Club is
given a full entry, the one at Badger seems worthy of
further investigation (NGR: SO 769 997). At
Hawkstone Park a railway line ran from the icehouse
to the Hall!

An expensive book but interesting to dip into.
Ivor Brown

“With Hearts So Light”, by Ian Winstanley, Picks
Publishing 1990, Price: £4.99, card covers, 113
pages.

This is a very readable account of the 2 explosions
that occurred in the Queen Pit, part of the Haydock
Colliery, Lancashire in the late 1860’s. It provides
the reader with a background to the mines, the
explosions and the Official Enquiries. Unfortunately
there are some slight annoying discrepancies for
example listing 24 victims on one page, while listing
26 victims else where coupled with slight name
changes. These tended to make me wary of the
factual content, but I suspect they were minor print-
ing mistakes. The Mines Inspectors comments about
brattice cloths and ventilation of road ends went
unheeded in the December 1868 explosion, but
were brought forcibly home in the July 1869 explo-
sion at the same pit, yet sadly the practice continued
long after these disasters.

“Weep Mothers Weep”, by Ian G. Winstanley,
Landy Publishing 1989, Price: £4.50, card covers,
80 pages.

A good well researched book covering the
background and circumstances leading to the Wood

Pit Explosion at Haydock, Lancashire in 1878,
where some 200 men and boys were killed. Ironi-
cally this pit did not use any explosives - the coal
being too brittle to blast. An additional 15 victims are
mentioned, above the official figure of 189, due to
the discovery of a supplemental list on a Mines
Inspector report, and cross checking with burial
records.

Of the 2 books I found the first one easy to read, yet
felt the contents of the second book were more
thorough. Having said that they both make worthy
additions to any Mining Historians bookshelf, and
should be “snapped”  up now, since  books  like
these do not stay in print for long, yet are relatively
cheap and contain a wealth of information.

“Mining Memories” by Geoff Simm & Ian
Winstanley, published by St. Helens M.B.C. Com-
munity Leisure Dept, 1990. Price: £6.95, A4 card
covers, 92 pages.

This superb booklet was produced as part of the St.
Helens “Mining 1990” celebrations, to celebrate
450 years of deep mining in the area (1540 to 1990).
Covering over 80 mines in the St.Helens area, giving
a brief description of each one, coupled with photo-
graphs and memorabilia  makes  this book very
interesting. As it is aimed at a local readership a nice
touch is an index of miners surnames that occur in the
book to help people find possible relatives.

The excellent reproduction of the photographs and
the clear design and typesetting only serve to en-
hance it and shows what can and should be achieved
with computer typesetting, unlike several recent
mining books that could be mentioned.

This book is highly recommended and it is worth
seeing if we can purchase copies for sale through the
Club.

Kelvin Lake
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Leicestershire Medieval
Coal Mining Finds

New evidence of medieval mining practices in Brit-
ain has recently come to light at British Coal’s
Lounge Opencast site near Coleorton in Leicester-
shire. The opencast mining has exposed late medi-
eval coal workings and has produced a series of
important finds including oak pit props, timber shaft
linings; wooden tools and a very high quality leather
boot.

Nottingham University tree ring dating Laboratory
has given the felling date for the oak pit props as
between 1450 and 1463. The finds are the most
significant discoveries made of early coal mining and
prove that English coal mining during the Middle
Ages was more sophisticated than has ever previ-
ously been realised.

During the first few months of 1991 a sequence of
regular pillar and stall workings have come to light
connected to the surface by 100 foot deep timber-
lined shafts. These compare closely with engravings
in Agricola (written in 1556).

Leicestershire Museums have collected samples of
the shaft lining and oak cribs (timber frames), and
after treatment (soaking for several years in special
solutions), the finds from Coleorton will form the
nucleus of a mining history display at Snibston Mu-
seum of Science and Industry at Coalville (formerly
Snibston Mine), which opens in the summer of 1992.

The quality of the boot has caused the historians
some thought, it has been suggested like the cats at
Great Orme, the boot might have been a form of
“sacrifice” to the Kobolds - the legendary under-
ground folk, whom the miners were always trying to
keep happy.

More about Snibston Mine in a later issue.

Kelvin

Figure 4:
Section of Mine shaft circa 1450 discovered at
Coleorton Leicestershire.
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Alan Taylor
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Neal Rushton
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Kelvin Lake

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/


